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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India

MT  SERIES
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FLAGSHIP MEETING COLLECTION 
FOR 0-BOUNDARY COMMUNICATION

Efficiency is one of the priorities in the boardroom. MT, with a 
minimalistic style and a variety of specifications, can satisfy needs of 
different types of enterprises and space. In a meeting shaped by MT, 
the team fulfills tasks like members of a battleship. The exchange of 
ideas becomes an efficient experience.

EMPOWER MEETING 
AND COMMUNICATION
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Geometrical C-shaped Feet
The geometric cutting of the lower feet makes the cut 
surface have different visual effects when viewed from 
different angles, which is light while having excellent 
load-bearing performance.
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541mm Concave Design, Larger Knee Space
The art of origami is integrated into the design of the leg to form an 
inward tilting angle, which echoes with the 30° bevel cut of the tabletop. 
Members seated at both ends can enjoy a large knee space of 541mm. 
When legs are free, users can focus on the discussion.
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Well-organized Wiring, 0-interference Communication
The wiring is hidden in the lower feet, clean and neat, and does not affect the 
knee space. The desktop is functionally partitioned: making VIP reception, 
team communication, remote video more convenient and efficient.
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Enclosed O-shaped Feet
O-shaped table feet, as imposing as a ship riding the ocean 
waves, makes the overall shape more stable, endowing the 
meeting with a solemn and orderly atmosphere.
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MT series has powerful adaptability featured by small size 
for group communication or cross-departmental decision-
making and large size for organization and management 
meetings or formal business reception (6 to 30 people).
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EH71.240120
W2400*D1200*H760(mm)

EH72.480200
W4800*D2000*H760(mm)

EH71.360160
W3600*D1600*H760(mm)

EH72.720200
W7200*D2000*H760(mm)

EH72.108220
W10800*D2200*H760(mm)

EH71.300160
W3000*D1600*H760(mm)

EH72.640200
W6400*D2000*H760(mm)

EFJ56
W110*D112*H28(mm)

EH71.420160
W4200*D1600*H760(mm)

EH72.900220
W9000*D2200*H760(mm)

Material 

Secondary Color

Main Promotion Color Secondary Color

W-33B E-09

E-11W-24B W-29B W-15A W-31A

Specification

Main Promotion Color

Thick and Thin, Curved and Straight
Thin tabletop meets volume feet, while round and soft corners at both ends 
combine with stiff and straight edges in the middle. The contrasting visual 
perception is full of ingenuity.

Mellow chamfer, safe and collision-proof

Minimalist straight line aesthetics

Arc curve for more comfort

EFJ55
W198*D146*H39(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


